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ImAc	 (Immersive	 Accessibility):	 EU	 H2020	 project	 that	 is	 exploring	





















OBJ2.	 Deliver	 novel	 resources	 for	 the	 broadcasting	 industry	 to	
provide	 adapted	 content	 ensuring	 accessibility	 in	 immersive	
environments	
OBJ3.	Demonstrate	the	tools	and	platforms	in	open	pilots	
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•  Comfort & Readability 
•  Especially for VR glasses 
•  Where can subtitles be rendered on the screen (safe area)? 
•  What fonts and text sizes are reasonable? 
•  Speaker identification 
•  How does the viewer know who is speaking? 






















•  Allow the professional user to edit subtitles in both 'vr-mode' and ‘normal 
mode’.  
•  Video should be managed via the ACM. 
•  Subtitling files should also be handled by the ACM, but it is foreseen to 
allow directly loading and saving subtitling content files from the computer 
hard drive on the second iteration. 
•  A 360 preview player for the low-resolution video playback and monitoring 
will be embedded in the editor with the following The video will be able to 


















































•  Adding arrows  
•  Using sided  
•  Adding a compass or wind	
Presentation	Modes	
•  Notifications for Sound	
Personalisation	
•  Different font sizes (e.g. small, medium and large)  
•  Select between different backgrounds:  
•  1) semi-transparent box (80% opacity) 
•  2) outline (2px for each font size) 





















•  Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) 
•  Designed for delivery over IP using existing HTTP 
protocol 
•  Adaptive bitrate - content split into many parts and 
stored at different bitrates 
•  Automatically selects from the alternatives the next 
segment to download and play based on current 
network conditions. 
•  Codec-agnostic, which means it can use content 
encoded with any coding format, such as H.265, H.
264, VP9, etc 
•  CMAF - will allow over IOS 
360	VIDEO	FORMAT	






Equirectangular Projection (left), Standard Cubemap (middle), Equi-Angular 
Cubemap (right) 






•  Options for subtitle distribution: 
•  XML-based (TTML) 
•  Plain-text (SRT, WebVTT) 
•  Embedded in video (CEA-608, CEA-708) 
•  Burned into video ('open captions') 
 
EBU	TTML	
•  W3C Timed Text working group 
•  Encompasses all functionalities from existing timed 
text formats  
•  Two TTML profiles:  
•  EBU-TT, for archiving and as interchange format.  
•  EBU-TT-D, which is specifically meant for distribution over 
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•  ImAc access service production tools 
•  Aproach 
•  Web subtitle editor (Web ST Editor). 
•  Accessibility Content Manager (ACM).  







•  Assigning the production of 360º access services to producers such as 
subtitlers, audio describers or signers (usually external service providers). 
•  Sending the LQ 360º video file to the producer so they can carry out the access 
service production with the editors. 
•  Receiving the access service files from the producers and verifying that they 
are correct. 
•  Cataloguing the verified files so they can be used anytime that the 360º 
programme is broadcasted or published. 










•  Features that you find in professional subtitling editors. Correct timing is the main 
quality of the subtitle service. Additional information like colours and positioning on 
the screen help the viewer to perceive the content.  
•  Producing subtitles for the 360º media.  
•  The dialogues from the speakers on the 360º videos come from different directions, 
not necessary form the viewer’s FoV (Field of View), so it is necessary to add 
graphical elements during the production to guide the viewer towards the 
dialogue source. 
•  During the verification: 
•  Forced preview (manly when using integrated 360º video player): During 
playback the FoV automatically turns to where the subtitle is presented.  
•  Free preview (mainly when using HMD); During playback the user has to turn to 
the FoV where the subtitle is presented, which is more real. 
ACM	user	interfaces	
•  ACM is web based (universal access), with the following interfaces: 
•  System Management interface (SM) for administrative, configuration and 
maintenance issues. 
•  Content Management interface (CM) for managing the production of access service 
files (subtitles, audio description and sign language files) and their cataloguing. The 
file cataloging is made via assets that correspond to a TV programme 
•  Edition interface (ED) for producers such as subtitlers, audio describers or singers. 
•  Publication interface (PU) for publication status. 
ImAc	production	workflow	
ImAc	ST	production	workflow	
1.  Broadcaster indicates in their systems that one or more ST services are 
required for a 360 programme, the MAM creates a LQ 360º video file and 
a metadate file. 
2.  ACM receives the LQ video and metadata files and creates a new Asset 
for the 360º programme. The Asset is accessible from the Content 
Manager (CM) interface and will contains all the files and metadata 
available for the 360º programme. 
3.  The broadcaster’s accessibility department team uses the CM interface to 
assign the production tasks for those required ST services to producers 
(audio describers). 
4.  The producers use the Edition (ED) interface to access the ST tasks that 
have been assigned to them and start the production. At this moment the 
Web ST Editor is automatically executed with the LQ video and ST file. 
5.  The producer uses the Web ST Editor to edit ST file and save it back to 
ACM. 
6.  The broadcaster's quality department team uses the CM interface (ST file 
list) to verify (with the Web ST Editor) and validate or reject each 
production.  
7.  Once validated, the ST files are catalogued on ACM so that the 
broadcaster’s playout system can access them when the 360 programme 
is published or broadcasted. 
	
Thank	you	for	your	attention!	
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